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ABSTRACT: This paper includes application of channel coding techniques that are capable of correcting and detecting 
the errors in the wireless video transmission system by measuring Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Bit Error Rate 
(BER) of the AWGN channel which is lossy in nature. The R-S coding has a coding gain about 2.5 dB hence it can 
correct errors for 2.5 dB decrease in SNR.  Further decrease in SNR beyond 2.5 dB, the errors is introduced in the 
system which cannot be removed from RS coding hence combination of RS coding and convolution coding is used. 
This combined effect can withstand 7.5 dB decrease in the SNR value. Beyond 7.5 dB decrease, the errors are further 
controlled by Interleaving techniques which can hold the error free transmission till 8.5 dB decrease in SNR. In this 
way the errors can be eliminated with help of three channel coding techniques adaptively as per user requirements.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The usage of mobile networks has been increasing day by day and the need for convenient communication has 

become the most essential aspect in this digital world. The video data explains the information more precisely than any 
text or audio signal. Video signal or video data plays a vital role in various applications like video conferencing,e-
learning, and on-demand video streaming, is getting the attention of most of the users at the present and in the future. 
The network protocol and video coding techniques point souts the necessity or importance and approaches on Resource 
allocation [1]. The requirement of making the limited bandwidth more efficient, many coding algorithms are followed 
to compress the raw video signal. As the compression of video signal is done the risk of losing the information in the 
transmission medium is also increasing. It is important that the video encoder needs to have less sensitive errors in the 
video signals transmitted by the user to protect the data. Various error control techniques like error resilient source 
coding, Forward Error Correction (FEC), power adjustment and network QoS support are used. An effective method to 
increase source error effect can be achieved by using rate-distortion optimized mode selection and synchronization 
marker insertion algorithm. However, at the application layer all possible error control values are not considered 
simultaneously. The channel coding and error concealment is the combined benefit optimization framework. Here the 
quantizer reduces the compression ratio with macroblocks prediction technique. Due to semi reliable nature of real time 
video signal which possess the strict delay demands, the Forward Error correction technique is employed [2]. The 
errors manipulate the transmitted packets present in sub channels during the transmission of video channel.The SNR= 
Eb/No which increase the channel capacity on the whole different modulation schemes are adaptively used [3]. 
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 
The whole information data of the video signal may get damaged due to the presence of a single error in the 

channel. To overcome this problem, the video coding techniques with the scalability has been proposed for the 
emergent removal of drawback is done by the Scalable Video Codec (SVC).  

 
III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

The information signal is converted into digital format when it has to be transmitted in the digital 
communication system. It is important to have the high code rate and accuracy when the symbol gets transmitted from 
source to the destination point is the overall purpose of the project.The videocommunication systems is divided into 
small portion  called sub systems. The  video encoder is used to convert the input video signal into stream of bits 
with specific codes assigned for each symbol. The figure1 shows the basic block diagram of video communication 
system.When the video data is compressed further the video data is fed into a block called packetization. Here, the 
H.246 will transfer the signal in the transport layer and divide the signal of each 188 bytes long.The RS coding used in 
the project is the (204,188) where the input (n) to the encoder is the 188 Byte of data and the output (k) of the encoder 
is 204 Bytes of data. 

 

 
Figure1: Block diagram of video communication system. 

 
The extra redundant Byte (2t) of the encoder is 16 Byte of data is used to detect the data and 8 Byte of data 

can be corrected using RS coding.The input to the Convolution Interleaver is 204 Bytes and the output will 1632 bits. It 
converts Bytes to bits by shuffling the incoming data sequence by rearranging it. Thereby the errors can be detected and 
corrected, by analysing the adjacent frame the lost data can be easily predicted. Convolution Interleaver is used to 
correct long sequence errors. If there is any error even after interleaving then we make use of punctuated Convolution 
encoding. It is the third level of protection for the loss of data in the communication channel. It is used to alter the code 
rate of the data there are different m/n code rate of the encoder. The code rate used in this project is ¾.Second level 
interleaver will shuffle data bitwise.The output of block interleaver is mapped into the constellation, each symbols 
consisting of bits is mapped over the space using 64 QAM. The data is transmitted over OFDM. 

 

IV.SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

 
The transmission of video signal in a bad communication channel causes poor quality of video signal at the 

receiver. Thus the information that is meant to be useful gets blundered, many channel coding techniques are been used 
to remove such errors in the data.The use of compression standards removes extra bits from the original data because it 
is difficult to transmit bulk information over the communication channel. The Matlab and Simulink software in order to 
implement the requirements of the project. Matlab is well suited to program the channel coding because it is very 
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simple, it has the built in functions which motives the easy way of getting the expected requirements. Simulink is use to 
simulate the design using block diagrams, its very easy to set the input and specification for the design with default 
library functions. 

 
Figure2: block diagram of channel coding. 

The Simulink software helps to provide functionality of the required blocks just by selecting the wanted 
blocked. There by the different blocks are used to implement the project for error free wireless video transmission is 
made using Simulink software. 

 
V.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Based on the SNR value ans BER value the error free system is designed at each levels of the SNR value 

distinct coding techniques are used. The coding is written in Matlab and Simulink is designed both of them are linked 
together and by running the code we get the following results. 

 

     
(a)                                (b) 

Figure 3:(a) Error pattern for SNR= 25dB (without channel coding) (b)With RS coding technique. 
 

The SNR is set to 25 dB and video input is given at the source, the received data gets defect with the 
introduction of the error during transmission. The BER percentage is more and Peak signal to noise ratio is nothing but 
the maximum signal power to error introduced power which is indicated in negative value because the project deals 
with elimination of noise. Since the noise is tending to zero the PSNR becomes infinity. PSNR is the maximum 
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amplitude is the noise signal. These errors are corrected by RS coding upto 21.5 dB decrease in SNR as shown in figure 
3. 
 

 
(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 4(a) Error pattern for SNR= 21.5.5dB (without channel coding) (b)With Convolution coding technique. 
 

Now if the SNR is decreased further, the errors is introduced in the system. Consider the SNR= 21.5 dB, the BER starts 
to increase and the PSNR shows negative values.Now to remove this error the convolution encoder choose the 
convolution encoder manages to remove the data at very better way. The convolution coding has the gain about 5 dB. 
So the convolution codes can control the errors upto 17.5 dB decreasing in SNR value. As shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 5(a) Error pattern for SNR= 17.5 dB (without channel coding) (b)With Interleaving technique. 
 
If the SNR value is decreased below 17.5 dB the BER gets increased further, the PSNR value becomes more 

negative. The BER can be controlled using interleaver, the interleaver has the gain about 0.5 dB. The interleaver can 
tolerate the error upto 17 dB decrease in the SNR value as shown in Figure 4. 

Now if there is  decrease in SNR further, the BER gets increased and becomes more negatives to handle this 
situation a new efficient technique is used called as concealment technique. It is the technique where the errors are 
removed by interpolation of received pixel with the neighbouring pixel.By using concealment procedure the errors can 
be completely neglected upto 5 dB decrease in the SNR value. It is represented in Figure6. The error can be reduced till 
the SNR becomes 3 dB. 
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(a)                                          (b) 

Figure 6(a) Error pattern for SNR= 10 dB (without channel coding) (b)With Concealment technique. 
 
The plot in Figure 7, represents the power spectral density of the video signal when transmitted in the channel, 

the points represents the power of the data points. It is seen that the power of the signal is more when frequency ranges 
from -1 to 1 Mhz and decreases with increase in frequency the power drops as the noise gets added in the system. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Plot of Frequency vs power spectral density. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

The errors established during transfer of video signals in lossy medium causes very poor quality of received 
information data. To eradicate this loss of information due to lossy channel certain channel coding technique as adopted 
to eliminate the errors established during transferring of data in the channel. There are different channel coding 
techniques which is utilized collectively at different stages of the data transfer, so that the errors introduced at different 
places vanished using different techniques. The different coding gains achieved for different coding technique is 
adapted 
 

VII. FUTURE WORK 
 
 The channel coding is implemented using Matlab and Simulink, this project works on gray scale components. 
In future same concept can be implemented using RGB components using three separate channels for each colour. 
Further this concept can be implemented by utilizing other conditions and consideration of different medium of 
wireless communication. 
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